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Cole new BOR chancellor;
choice a si.lprise •to some
From staff and wire reports
The Board of Regents, acting in its capacity as a
search committee, will recommend today that Acting
Chancellor Thomas Cole be named to the position
permanently, regents officials said Monday.
The search committee, which is
scheduled to vote on the recommendation today, selected Cole
after considering five finalists for
the position.
Among the fin alists were Marshall's Dr. Olen Jones, vice president for support services; Glenville
State College President William
Simmons and regents vioo chancellor David Powers. Other finalCole
ists were William Atchley, a former West Virginia
University dean and Clemson University President,
and Leo Kryzkowski, a former Wisconsin college
president.
Contacted by a reporter Monday, Jones said, "I
want first of all to wish Dr. Cole well as chancellor."
Asked if he were disappointed about not being
chosen for the job, Jones said, "There was a process
that the candidates went through and they .made
their decision and I certainly honor their choice."
Cole will be the replacement for formei: Chancellor
Leon Ginsberg, who was ousted in February.
Board President William Watson said Monday
that Cole did not seek the chancellor's job while he
was acting chancellor.
Regents officials indicated some time ago, however, that several board members supported offering
Cole t he position even though he did not apply for the
job.
"I guess it's fair to say he was drafted," Watson
said.

Cole, president of West Virginis State College, was
named acting chancellor following Ginsberg's departure. He said Monday durind a news conference that
his acting position gives him a good idea of what his
new job will entail.
"It is taking before the people of West Virginia ... a
statement that articulates the high priority higher
education should have in the state," he said. "Certainly a key goal will be to secure an adequate funding base for higher education.''
In a telephone interview Monday, Cole said it was
too early to comment on how he felt about being
selected. "It's too soon," he said. "Everything has
happened so quickly I haven't had time to put the
pieces together."
Cole said the search committee's asking him to
take the job came as a surprise. He was offered the job
late Sunday night, he said, and he agreed to take it
Monday morning.
Cole said the decision to accept was based upon
many things, but the main thing was "the support
from the board and board staff and higher-education
officials in general."
The board's offer to Cole was not a surprise to
Ginsberg, who now teaches social work at the University of South Carolina in Columbia. "I had some
reason to believe he would be a candidate," he said
Monday in a telephone interview. "I had heard rumblings. I'm not at all surprised."
Neither was the offer a surprise to President Dale
Nitzschke. "You could see that h e had a command of
the situation from his tenure as acting chancellor,"
he said. Nitzschke said Cole has a reputation for
being able to get along with faculty, students and
college presidents. "I was very pleased with the
board's slection," he said.
Dr. Frances S. Hensley, faculty representative to
- - -- -- -- - - -- See COLE, Page 12

Council eyes faculty AIDS policy

Huntington, W. Va.
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Progressing

Staff photo by Ben Petrey

Band members make tlelr way through
downtown In the Parade of Progress
Saturday.

Rules leave students
not high, but dry

or she will be asked to voluntarily leave campus.
By Alyssa A. Marquis
In response to Bailey's request, council voted to ask Special
Reporter
Correspondent
Dr. Albert G. Moat, chairman of the department of
microbiology
and
medical
school
r
epresentative
to
• Marshall University has changed its alcohol policy
Serious doubts concerning the studentAIDS policy
surfaced in the last University Council meeting the university council, to formulate a medical state- since the increase in the drinking age from 19 to 21
when it was asked to consider adopting a faculty ment concerning AIDS.
and Laidley Hall is the only dormitory in which beer
One of the problems with the student AIDS policy, will be permitted, according to President Dale F.
AIDS policy similar to the policy adopted for stuMoat said, is that a per son's ability to infect others is Nitzschke. ·
dents last spring.
determined
on a statistical basis. "The degree ofrisk
Dr. Nell C. Bailey, vice president for student
The upperclassmen and honors student dormit.ory
affairs , asked council in lat e August to consider of contacting AIDS from an infectious person is is also the only residence hall in the state to permit
a lmost impossible scieptifically to determine."
adopting an AIDS - Acquired Immune Deficiency
alcohol. This is because 95 percen tof its residents are
Moat said he doubts the student AIDS policy is 21 or older, said Dr. Nell C. Bailey, vice president of
Syndrome - policy similar to the one which will
enforceable because the policy does not call for man- Student Affairs.
appear in the 1987-88 Student Handbook.
That policy requires a student who is found to have datory screening for the disease. "On one hand, .t he
" I think the best way to approach alcohol abuse is
AIDS to undergo an examination by an infectious policy is discriminatory. On the other hand, not very through education," Bailey said. "Even before the
disease specialist to determine thestudent's liklihood many people are going to get caugh t up in its web." drinking age changed I saw a de-emphasis on alcoh ol
If, in fact, University Council decides it n eeds to use. Every studenf did not drink beer."
of infecting others through non-intimate contacts. If
the student refuses to submit to the examination, he - - - -- - - - -- - - -See AIDS, Page 7
National Alcohol Awareness Week begins Oct. 20,
and the university has several seminars on alcohol
abuse planned, she said.
Nitzschke said the university has responsibilities
as a supervisor of student condud, and as a proprietor, seller and social host.
The Coffeehouse is th e university's only seller of
alcohol, but it is changing its concept to appeal to
students under 21 as a "social hang-out," Bailey said.
The Coffeehouse is selling beer by the glass r1:1ther
than in pitchers, and identification will be more
Dr. Olen Jones, passed over for the
Theraisingofthedrinkingageischang- 1
hea vily checked, she said.
Board of Regents chancellorship, would
ing the traditional Greek rush period ,
Joseph Marshman, coordinator of Student Activia nd dry rush may result in better
have been a good choice for Marshall,
ties, said the Coffeehouse will be widening its scope
says a Parthenon editorial.
pledges, according to some fraternity
of entertainment to include several comedians, and
members.
·

By Abbey Dllllap
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Too bad for Marshall
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Dry rush means changes

See DRY, Page 12
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Chancellor choice
T he nuances of the political maneuver-

ing in this state are becoming increasingly difficult to understand.
Thomas Cole did not apply for the chancellorship of the Board of Regents, a position
he's held in acting capacity since Leon Gin sberg's ousting in February. He told a Parthenon reporter on the day he took the acting
position he did not want the job permanently.
But it was Cole whom the BOR announced
yesterday would fill the position.
If Cole had wanted to be chancellor, he
should have applied for the position and not .
taken the acting chancellor post - a move
that gave him an unfair advantage 9ver the
other chancellor candidates.
· And Cole's name didn't appear on a list of
finalists someone leaked to the Associated
Press 1ast week.
No application. No finalist status. The
Board of Regents should be embarrassed.at
how unfairly it has treated the ones who completed the proper application process. How
can the board justify going through the picking and choosing, the narrowing down, the
casting out, and then naming someone who
had not even applied?
One has to wonder what went on behind
the scenes that made Thomas Cole emerge a·s
the chancellor choice - the man who had
said he did not want the job permanently.
And if Cole has allowed himself to be
manipulated into taking the job, what's
going to happen when more serious decisions
have to be made, and a man such as Arch
Moore is doing the manipulating?

Pat Robertson
S eparating church and state is a funda-

mental plank in the democracy of the
United States.
Anything that even resembles an attempt
to intertwine the two quickly is put to death including the recent state prayer in schools
amendment that saw its demise shortly after
implementation.
For television evangelist Pat Robertson, it
will be difficult to prove that his rumored
presidential campaign does not have its
basis in the marriage of church and state.
And Robertson's candidacy negates everything for which he supposedly stands.
Most evangelists say they are charged by
God to witness and to spread the word. The
minute Robertson declares his candidacy, his
mission will end. Equal Time takes over.
The Equal Time law states that if one ca~didate for a particular office appears on radio
or television for any reason other than a bonified news story, every other candidate gets
equal time on the medium.
Robertson will have to give up his ministry
to run for president, a futile move on his part.
He won't win . And he will lose his hold on his
viewers in the process, ruining any power he
does have.

''
_____,,______
Notable quote

"(The Parthenon) always seem(s) to send a
photographer around and we appear as Tom
and Jerry' on the front page. Hopefully, the
editors have graduated. If they haven't, it's
your fault," Gov. Arch Moore told President Dale Nitzschke.

Letters

What perfect poetic justice
it c·o uld have been for Jones
Well, well, well.
If it wasn't Dr. Olen E. Jones who turned up
as a finalist for chancellor of the Board of
Regents. Th e same Olen Jones who was passed
over as a finalist in the search for a Marshall
University president more than two years ago.
And th e same Olen Jones wh o was banished
into the outer realms of academic administration when President Dale F. Nitzschke was
hired and reorganized his little nest.
IfJones, as vice president for support services
- whatever in the world that is - is only good
enough to make sure the trees get pruned on
campus, why was he suddenly a finalist for the
chancellorship for the Board of Regents?
It's so political.
As executive vice president and later provost
under former President Robert Hayes, Jones
was second in command. Now he's last in the
administrative line because Nitzschke didn't
want former competitor Jones, who may be
coveting Nitzschke's job, anywhere near him.
Then, it suddenly was possible that Jones
could have been Nitzschke's boss. It would have
been poetic justice in its finest form.
If Jones is qualified to run the state's higher
education system - as the fact he was a finalist
suggests - one only can conclude that he has
been wasted in his present position at Marshall.
Unfortunately, Jones has acted as a wasted
man. Since becoming support services vice pres-

ident, he rarely seems to be the vigorous,
respected leader we've heard he used to be.
Toward the press, he has been at best uncooperative. Phone calls are transferred elsewhere,
questions greeted with "no comment." Indeed,
Jones' apparent bitterness has made feeling
sympathy for his treatment difficult.
We're sure Nitzschke would have been happy
to see Jones leave Marshall. On the record,
Nitzschke said, "I just think that he's doing a
great job for me and I wish him good luck" in 'his
quest for the chancellorship. But, as political
maneuvering goes, one has to wonder what
Nitzschke whispered outofhearingrangeofthe
public and news media. He put the screws to
Jones, and when Jones still was in the running
for the chancellorship, Nitzschke had to be a bit
queasy.
But would Jones have forsaken this institution - the school where he got his bachelor's
and master's, where he played football ·and
wrestled, where h e has been employed in some
capacity for almost 20 years - just to take
revenge for his bitterness?
We think as chancellor, Jones would have
made the state higher education picture a little
more equitable, made Marshall a little more visible, and we think he would have worked long
and hard to prove to Dale Nitzschke he's
nobody's doormat.
We"re sorry he wasn't given the chance.

AIDS policy absurd, impossible to enforce
The AIDS policy Marshall has adopted might
as well be scratched out of the Student Handbook - it is absolutely unnecessary.
The policy gives university administrators
the authority to quarantine from campus
anyone determfoed to be "at risk of infecting
non-intimate contacts" with the AIDS virus.
But no such risk exists.
Officials from the American Red Cross and
the state health department agree the AIDS
virus can be spread only through intimate sexual contact or through direct introduction into
the blood.
The
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According to the Public Health Service, living
in the same house as an infected person, caring
for an AIDS victim, eating food handled by an
infected person, being coughed or sneezed upon
by an infected person, swimming in a pool with
or even casually kissing an infected person
poses no health risk.
Furthermore, the American College Health
Association, in a 1986 publication entitled
"AIDS on Campus," states that "current know ledge indicated that students or employees with
AIDS, ARC (AIDS-related Complex), or positive
HTLV-111 antibody tests do not pose a health
risk to other students or employees in an academic setting."
Even if the policy were necessary, it would be
impossible to implement fairly.
The only scientific test relating t.o AIDS is the·
one that determines whether a person is carrying the virus.
There is no such test to determine whether a
person is "at risk of infecting non-intimate contacts" with the disease.
As a result, the decision of the examiner
regarding whether a person is infective would
be highly subjective and quite possibly
inaccurate.
"
Granted, the policy was written in March,
and at the time, information about AIDS still
was sketchy.
Administrators were wise to be cautious.
But in light of what researchers now know
about the disease and about how it is transmitted, the outdated policy should be abandoned.
Administrators should concentrate insteau
on educating students and employees about the
disease and about how to avoid contracting it.
If left standing, the policy only will encourage
unwarranted fear and misunderstanding
regarding AIDS.
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSO N

Drum roll, please
Another semester. Another Parthenon
editor.
And that being the case, some changes
appear throughout the publication. With
every change of editors, the personality of
The Parthenon differs a little from the previous semester - sometimes subtly, sometimes radically.
The most obvious difference this semester
can be found on the editorial page. Because
students need to be aware and thinking about
more th an what is happening on the campus
and in higher education, we hope to open the
page up to discussion of city, state, even
world issues. Also, we will present shorter,
what we hope to be thought-provoking editorials. These will appear on the left-hand side of
the page.
We still believe, however, that our primary
role is advocate of higher education and
watchdog on governmental bodies that affect
Marshall University. We will continue our
campaign against state-le_vel injustices, and
include thoughts on national higher education and city issues that affect the Marshall
student.
Although there is a student editorial board
that provides in put into editorial page opinions, the editor makes the final decision on
editorial policy. Colum ns containing on ly the
opinion of the writer also will be offered . We
encourage guest columns from members of

Burgetta
Eplin
the university community. These will be published as space permits.
We also encourage letters to the editor,
which must be signed and include the phone
number ofthe writer. The Parthenon reserves
the right to edit letters.
On the news side, one student reporter has
been assigned to cover stories about Huntington and Marshall. It's important for students
to know what's going on in the city in which
they live. Huntington politics greatly affect
the 8,000 or so students who do not live on
campus.
Campus Angle also will return as a weekly
feature. These stories will seek to bring a
national or international issue into the Marshall perspective. Look for it in Thursday's
paper.
And on Fridays, the Impressions page will
continue to offer insightful pieces on the arts
and entertainment.
We'll leave th e rest to surprise, for us as
well as for th e readers. Too much planning
makes for boredom a n d too many things in
the newspaper business are spontaneous and
do not fit into any amount of organization.

Skin orchards

Letter policy
The Parti enon welcomes letter s concerning the
Marshall University community . All letters to the editor
must be signed and incl ude the address and telephone
number of the author.
Letters shou ld be typed and no lo nger than 200
words. The Parthenon reserves the right to edit letters.
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From The Associated Press

World

Nation

State pen begins court-ordered changes
CHARLESTON, W.V a. - The
state Corrections Department is
knocking down walls in the 1~
year-old West Virginia Penitentiary
to comply with orders that cells be
enlarged, department officials said
Monday in a report to court
officials.
Corrections Commissioner A.V.
Dodrill, in a report to special monitor Patrick McManus of Minneapolis, said the state will "take out the
center walls and make one cell out
of two." MacManus was named
earlier this year by the state
Supreme Court to oversee courtordered changes in the prison.
The state was required to file its
compliance report on Monday.
"We've already started that in the
North Hall and hope to be done by
the end of this year," Dodrill said.
North Hall is the area where the
hard-core offenders are held.
The loss of cells because of the
renovation work should be made up
by the addition of new cells, which
Dodrill hopes to build within the

',,

We've already started that in the North Hall and hope to be done by
the end of this year.

--------- --------A.V. Dodrill

prison.
'
The penitentiary now has more
than 60P cells, the commissioner
said.
The high court also has ordered
the department to provide a revised
medical plan and to hire a full-time
physrian to oversee medical care at
the prison.

Dodrill said the department will
comply with a task force report
prepared under the direction of
state Health Director Dr. David
Heydinger for revising health services throughout the prison aystem.
The commissioner said the plan
will be presented to the Legislature
at a meeting at 5 p.m. Tuesday.

Shoe factory closes
KINGWOOD - The
Kinney shoe plant in
/
Kingwood will close by the
end of the month, throwing 150 more employees
out of work, officials said
Monday.
The plant, which once
employed 180, already has laid off 30 workers,
according to spokesman Joseph Carol of F .W.
Woolworth in New York, owners of Kinney.
Shirley Lantz, president of Local 217A of the
Almagamated Clothing and Textile Workers
union, said the union members were surprised by
the company an.nouncement.
"I think we're all rather shocked because we
weren't expecting it," Lantz said. "They are all
really quite upset. We know there are not enough
jobs available for everybody that's going to be
out of work around here."
Carol cited a decrease in demand for leather
shoes as the reason for the closing, saying most
people currently are buying athletic-style shoes.
Company officials also mentioned competition
from foreign imports, according to Lantz.

Krishna trial slated
MOUNDSVILLE -The second of two men
charged with munler in the disappearance of a
former Hare Krishna follower will stand trial in
Marion County, Marshall County Circuit Judge
Richard Warmuth said Monday.
Daniel Reid, 31, of Los Angeles, was granted a
change of venue from Marshall County because
of publicity surrounding the case, according to
Reid's attorney, Jolynn McCamick.
"The publicity, together with the fact that he
was associated with the Krishnas and the
Krishnas aren't very well accepted by the general
population in Marshall County, it was my feeling
that he could not get a fair trial," said McCamick, a Wheeling lawyer.
Reid, who is being held in an undisclosed
location, was indicted earlier this year in connection with the presumed murder of Charles St.
Denis. He was arrested in California and, despite
fighting extradition, was returned to West Virginia last month.
St. Denis disappeared from his Marshall
County home in 198.3 and his body has never
been found. Prosecutol'S say they have evidence
that he was killed by Reid and another man,
Thomas Drescher.
• t/4 :•

'

Dodrill said the report will recommend that a doctor with -administrative experience be chosen to
oversee the health programs for all
the prisons.
"It is believed that implementation of the course set forth in the
report will meet or exceed the level
of care mandated by the court's
order," Dodrill's report said.
In addition, the department has
been in contact with Correctional
Medical Systems of St. Louis, Mo.,
to inspect the penitentiary to evaluate immediate medical needs. CMS
provides servres to Huttonsville
Correctional Center.
''The Department of Corrections
will attempt to contract with CMS

U.S. nixes Daniloff trade
DENVER - President
Reagan Monday said
there would be no trade
for the freedom of American journalist Nicholas
Daniloff and warned
Soviet authorities that
Daniloff's continued detention could become a "major obstacle" to improved
. superpower relations.
"I call upon the Soviet authorities to act
responsibly and quickly," Reagan said in a
campaign speech.
He called the detention of Daniloff on espionage charges " an outrage," and said if he was not
freed soon, there was "no way to prevent this
incident from becoming a major obstacle."
Daniloff, 51, the Moscow correspondent for
U.S. News and World Report, was arrested Aug.
30 after he was handed a package of documents
by a Soviet acquaintance. He has been jailed in
Moscow on espionaa-e charges.
Reagan said there would be no trade for
Daniloff, ruling out a swap for Soviet physicist
Gennadiy Zakharov, who was arrested in New
York on charges of spying.
The president's remarks came as administration sources disclosed that Reagan is being urged
by hard-line conservatives to begin expelling
Soviets, one by one, from Moscow's U.N. mission
until Dan iloff is released.
T he president's list of options also was said to
include a general reduction in the size of the
Soviet embassy staff in the United States and
cancellation of a scheduled summit-plann ing
session later this rqon th between Secretary of
State George P. Shultz and Soviet Foreign
Minister Eduard A. Shevardnadze.
One step described by an official who asked
not to be identified would include periodic,
perhaps daily, expulsion of Soviet officials attached to the U.N. headquarters in New York. The
U.S. arrest of one such official on espionage
charges preceded the Soviets' arrest of Daniloff.
The expulsions could continue fur weeks or
months if the journalist were not released, the
source said. He emphasized it is only one of
several recommendations being put before the
president.
The proposal for continuing expulsions was
described by one source as the recommended
course of action by some hard-liners in the
government.

through an extension of the contract covering services at Huttonsville Correctional Center; if this
cannot be accomplished in accordance with the regulations of the
(state) Department of Finance and
Administration, purchasing division, the Department of Corrections will seek bids for the
services," the report said.
In other areas, the report said:
-Renovation work is being done
at the prison to make room for a
new law library.
-In the area of prisoner segregation, the department will allow contact visitation "for non-assaultive
administrative segregation inmates
during one weekend each month ...

"

-For recreation, the department
has hired two full-time recreation
directors and a gym is now in use
for prisoners.
-In the area of vocational educa•
tion, the department has asked for
$20,000 for next year to hire two
part-time apprentireship instructors.

Pakistani leader freed
KARACHI, Pakistan Authorities on Monday
freed opposition leader
Benazir Bhutto, 25 days
aft.er she was jailed in a
crackdown against foes of
the government of President Mohammad Zia ulHaq.
An Associated Press reporter saw Miss Bhutto
return to her Karachi home after b eing released
from Landhi jail. On Tuesday, a hearing was
scheduled before the Sind provincial high court
on her appeal of the government's 30-day detention order.
·
The 33-year-old leader of the Pakistan Peoples
Party was arrested in Karachi on Aug. 14 after
addressing a public rally despite a government
ban on political activity.
She is a daughter of the late Prime Minister
Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, who was toppled by Zia in a '
1977 military coup. Bhutto was hanged in 1979
on a conviction of conspiring to murder a
political opponent.
Miss Bhutto returned to Pakistan in April to
lead a drive to oust Zia and force new elect¥>ns.
Hundreds of opposition leaders were arrested
nationwide Aug. 13 and Aug. 14.

,
Moslems attack wedding

CAGAYAN DE ORO, Philippines -Moslem
rebels threw hand grenades at a wedding inside
a crowded Roman Catholic church in the south,
killing eight people and injuring 107, including
the groom, officials said Monday.
Two of the rebels, reportedly from a faction
that broke with Moslem separatists who held
peace talks with the government, were killed by
militiamen in a gun battle following the attack
Sunday in Salvador, 500 miles southeast of
Manila, Army Col. Raul Aquino said.
More than 50 of the wounded were in serious
condition, Lourdes Loyola, a Manila-based Philippine National Red Cross director, said in a
telephone interview.
In an apparently related incident, Moslem
insurgent.a Sunday blasted a transmission tower
of the government's National Power Corp., causing a massive blackout in the Zamboanga
Peninsula, Aquino said.
'"
The two incidents occurred on Mindanao island
in I.anao del Norte province, about 40 miles
southwest QfCagayan de Oro.
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Fine -arts ground-breaking set
By Dennis Horbatak

Reporter

A ground-breaking ceremony is
being planned for the new Fine Arts
facility sometime in the spring,
according to Dr. Paul A. Balshaw,
dean of the College of Fine Arts.
The design for the facility was
developed by the architectural firm
of Abranovitz , Kingsland and
Schiff, and includes the formal schematics of the facility's $23.5 million
first phase, Balshaw said
This phase will include the main
theat.er, experimental theater and
college offices. "The master plan
and the cons truction drawings have
been a ccepted by university officals

and the Board ofRegents," Balshaw
said.
The architectural firm has .also
completed the cost estimates and
mechanical drawings, and will submit contr a ct bids that wi ll be
reviewed by the Board of Regents.

there are too many variables to consider, according to Balshaw
"It all d epends on BOR approval
of additional phases and the legislature's ability to fund the new
phases," he explained

Reporter

All vehicles parking in fire lanes
around Twin Towers and Holderby
Hall will be ticketed or towed, including all pizza delivery vehicles, according to Bon nie J. Lytle , assistant
director for Parking and Administrative Services.
Two spaces on each end of College
Avenue behind Twin Towers have
been designated as 20-minute loading
zones, Lytle said.
One space on 19th Street and one
space on 18th Street have been designated for delivery vehicles, specifically

By Kevin P. Cook
Reporter

Balshaw said it is probable that
the firm will design most of the facility before construction gets under
way.

Phase II will include a concert
hall and dance floor while phase III
will have an art school and library.
Phase IV calls for a recita l hall and
music school.

Robert Huff, investigator R.N. of the
Marshall University Police reports a
30 percent decrease in larcenies at Marshall, based on the latest West Virginia
crime statistics.

"The actual construction should
begin in the summer of next year.
The current plan is that we would be
able to begin using Ph ase I in January of 1989," Balshaw sa id.

University officals know what the
needs for the facility are, and they
hope their request for additional
funding is approved quickly, Balshaw said.

Larceny was cited as the most common crime com mitted on c ampus,
according to Donald Salyers, director
of Public Safety. The majority of the
thefts investigated occur in residence
halls, Salyers said.

It is too ear lv to project a da te for
construction of subsequent phases,

The cost of the entire project is
expected to be around $31 million.

New parking re·gulations adopted
By Kevin P. Cook

Numbers show
.
campus crime
rate reduced

pizza delivery vehicles, according to
Lytle.
Because of the addition of these spaces, no vehicles will be permitted to
park in the fire lanes after students
have moved into the residence halls,
Lytle said.
Eight cars have been towed this
summer, sh e said.
Fines for illegal parking are $2 for
metered areas, $10 for all other areas,
and $21 if the car must be towed,
according to Lytle.
Money collected from fines is used to
maintain parking areas and other
parking-related facilities. Fines left
unpaid by Marshall students are
turned over to the city of Huntington
for collection, Lytle said.

The battle isn't over but
we are winning. Please support the

If fines contin ue to be unpaid, the
city migh t actually tow the offender's
vehicle, she said.
Parking fines may be appealed by
filling out an appeal form, which can
be obtained at the Office of Public
Safety, Lytle said.
A court date will be set when an
appeal form is submitted. The city's
traffic judge will hear cases concerning
campus fines on a bi-weekly basis. An
appeal can be made to the judge at that
time, Lytle said.
·
A total of$9,562 in parking fines was
collected by Marshall University during the fiscal year beginning July 1,
1985 and ending June 30, 1986, Lytle
said. This does not include fees collected for parking permits. ·

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY.

HAIR WIZARDS

Some of the crimes occurring in residence halls are committed by nonstudents, Salyers said, but added, "!tis
safe to assume that most of the crimes
in residence halls are committed by
students."
" N o other category of crime has
shown· an increase, but larceny shows
the only actual decrease, Salyers said.
Two cars were broken into during
August, and four cars were stolen in
1985, an increase of on e over 1984, Huff
said.
" The majority of car t hefts are committed by non-students," Salyers said.
One aSBault was reported for the
month of August, and no assaults were
reported for June and July, according
to Huff.
The last reported incident of sexual
assault occurred approximately a year
ago, Salyers said.
Vandalism during the summer sessions and the beginningofthefall term
have been minimal. Salyers said.
Several fire alarms have sounded
during the last two or three months,
but these were the resu It ofsystem malfunctions or people a ccidentally ringing the m, according to Huff.

Give
Blood.
Give
Life.
+
American Red Cross

Sisters Of the
Beta Phi Chapter
Phi Mu Fraternity

Would Like to Wish
All Marshall Students

ood Luck
The Main Ingredient for a G~at Hairstyle

Women's Cuts

$11

Pe,ms~
.tnd~lng Cuts ,
_ If~.

Hours
Mon.- Fri. 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m. til ....

Men's Cuts

.

$7

-.·.

3rd Ave..Next to
Highlawn P~armacy

522-7812

with their Fall Semester
and hope that

All Greeks Have a
·S uccessful Fall Rush

Go Greek!!
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Studen·t Government
Senators organize ad hoc committees to examine academic and fee conce rns
By Ben Petrey
Repo rter

Student fees, educational lobbying,
academic advising and Dead Week are
th e focus of the Student Senate for the
fall semester, Sen. Tom Webb, Student
Senate president pro-tempore, said.
According to Webb, ad hoc committees have been formed to look in to these
areas of concern. Emphasis will be
placed on studying the use of student
fees and en lobbying for bills t hat will
promote educational programs.
The impact of this 39th session of the
senate will be drastic, according to
Webb. "When the students find ou t
what th eir studen t fees are bein g used
for, the studen ts will react," be said.
The Student Fees Committee is
investigating the use of student fees,

according to Webb. H e said tha t committee to find the opposition t o
although the means ofreportingtothe t hose bills, and will allow time to lobby
student body on the use ofthe fees has the opposition.
not been determined, this information
Other tasks of foe Lobbying Comwill be available to the student body. mittee will i~lude contacting other

the Deans' Council of students' concerns, with a goal of helping the council t o develop an effective and bet ter
academic a dvising structure, ·We bb
said.
A fourth ad hoc committee was developed to work out a policy for Dead
Week (the week between the end of
classes and the beginning of final
exa ms), a ccordin g t o Webb. This committee will meet wit h the various deans
to solicit their thoughts on creating a
Dead Week policy.
Webb saidasenate retreatisplanned
for Sept. 19-20, although a location has
not ye t been secured. During the
retreat, senate members will attempt to
set goals for the school year, a nd will
use the time to let new senate members
get acquainted with senate procedures
and conduct, Webb said.

_________'',,_________
When the students find out what their student fees are being used for, .
the students wi ll react.
Tom Webb

Keeping state legislators infor med of
students' concerns and needs will be
the task of the Lobbying Committee.
The committee plans to work closely
with state represen tatives from the
Huntington area in a n effort to h ave
bills that affect Marshall submitted
early in state legislative sessions.
Accordin I? to We bb, this will enable the

student governments in the state to
coord inate simil ar Jlctivities with
them . The committee also will evaluate
failures of bills to det ermine why they
failed and to deve lop ways to get bills
passed.
Anoth er high-priority committee is
t he Academic Advising Committee,
Webb said. This committee wi 11 inform

Applications being taken for senate seats
By Ben Petrey
Repone r

Student Senate will accept a pplications through Friday for four vacant
senate seats, accordin g to Sen. Kelly
Lynn Yoakum, J udiciary Committee
ch airper son.
"'Yoakum said th e vacancies must be
filled before fall election s may be h eld
in October.
Two of the seats are left from the
former constituency system th at was
ch anged durin g the last Studen t
Government Associa tion administra-

..

as:

&!

tion. These positions are from the residence h a ll a nd off-campus constituen cies.
Seats from the College of Nursing
a nd the Graduate Sch ool, establish ed
under the n ewly-developed system of
stu dent r epr es en tatio n , a lso a re
vacant.
According to Yoaku m , t h e off.
campus seat is not officially open
because Sen. Charlie E . Williamson,
Crab Orch ard graduate, gradua ted
and has n ot officially resigned. The
SGA Con stitution does not clearly
define what other proced ure would
a pply - the J udiciary Committee h as

am::

IHI

SH

ass

!&

jurisdiction in this situation.
The seats from the College of Nursin g and th e Gra duate School a re open
because n o on e ran for those seats during th e sprin g el ection s , Sen. Tom
Webb, Student Senate president protempore, said.
·
The procedure outlined in the constit ution to ·fill vacancies requires the
senate to annou ~e the vacancies and
accept a pplicat ions for seven days. A
caucus from SGA will review the a pplicants a nd appoint represen tatives th at
would qualify for t he open positions.
Deadline for applica tions for the position s is Friday, and the caucus should
I!!!!&!!!!

Until robots
replace humans •••
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Did You Know?
Your Plasma Saves Lives...
The Plasma You Donate Helps:
Patients in shock
Bleeding Disorders
Intravenous fluids for:
burns, surgery, or treatment of illness
Protect against infection
Helps accident victims
Clotting factors for hemophiliacs
, New research on life threatening diseases

I

4----+--·-··

IMS

begin interviewing a pplicants n ext
week, Yoakum said.
Fall elections will be h eld in October,
Benjamin L. Bie derman, election
officer, said. Under the new system of
determining senate membership, seats
are determined by the number of students enrolled in each school an d college. There are to be representatives
from the following con stituencies: College of Business, Community College,
College of Education, College of Libera l A rts, College of Fine Arts, Graduate School, Sch ool of Medicine, School
ofNuming, Regents B.A. Program and
College of Scien ce.

your plasma
will always
be needed.

--+--+--+

Our equipment is sterile
and designed for
one-time use.

Please don't let unfounded fears
deprive those whose lives may
depend upon your p lasma donation.
,

This Coupon is Worth

TEN DOLLARS
BONUS! IN ADDITION TO OUR REGULAR FEE!
Bring in th is coupon on your first donation or if it
has been 2 months since your last donation.

•

$

EARN CASH With Each.Donation$
Call 529-0028
for information and appointment.

HYLAND PLASMA CENTER
631 4th Avenue
Huntington, WV 25701

$10.00

One coupon per person

$10.00~

~-~-----------------------------:::rrmzr:11:ee:mrnnr:11:mu::::nr:um:o:111nr:rn,a:::e-•1tt,_.,,_.,,,
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Annual opening to feature presentations
program, wh ich includes presentation s from Marsh all President Da le F .
Nitzschke a n d Sch ool of Medicin e
Dean Lester R. Bryant.

By Brent Cunningham
Special Correspo nd ent

Marshall's School of Medicine will
commen ce the new school year and
commend outstanding performances
from last year at its opening exercises
today at 7:30 p.m. in the Don Morris
Room oft he Memorial Student Center.
The exercises, which are the culmination of Student Activities Day for
the school, provides the opportunity for
medical sch ool faculty and students to
present awards for excellent performances in the previous year.
The public is invited to attend the

Presentations from Nitzschke and
Bryant will deal with the medical
school's interaction with the un iversity and the community, and a status
report on the school's present position
and its future.
In a related matter, Jeff Stolz,
national president of the American
Medical Student Association and a
fourth year medical s tudent at the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill, will speak today at 1 p.m. in Room
226 of the Medical Education Buildin g.

Ther e curre ntl y i s n o organized in a flag footba ll ga me a t Fairfield Stach a pter of AMSA a t Ma rs h a l I. It dium to benefit the local Ron a ld McDo(AMSA) is th e largest independen t nald House.
medical student organization in th e
While not all pledges ar e in, "Grids
country with approximately 30,000 for Kids" r aised approximately $3,000,
members. Mark DeMoss, a second year organizer Bob Anton, a secon d-year
medical student, said he is " real medical student, said.
encouraged" that one will develop at
Marshall.
DeMoss said he has been actively
sending letters « o Marsh all medical From Page 1
students,-and he spoke with incoming
freshmen at orien tation. He added heis develop a faculty AIDS policy, the polhoping for 95 to 100 percent attendence icy will not be identical to the policy
from first and second year medicals tu- developed for students, according to
dents wh en Stolz speaks.
Dr. Rainey Duke, chairwoman of UniOn the lighter side, first- and second- versity Council.
year medical s tudents clash ed Sunday
The student AIDS policy was written
by Dr. Robert B. Bels h e, professor of
medicin e who is on sabbatical in London, a n d Dr. Tim othy Saxe, former
assistant professor of ph armacology
who is now teaching a t West Virginia
University.
The authors of the student AIDS policy used "AIDS on the College Cam"AIDS is frightening to people and pus," a guidebook distributed by the
we felt we had to deal with it to resolve American College Health Association,
some of those fears," Blue said.
as a basis for developing the policy.
Bailey said, "In terms of modern They did not receive legal advic e
research, AIDS stands to be deadly.We regarding the policy, said Dr. Kenneth
had to do something in response." E . Blue, associate dean for student
According to Bailey, Belshe reported in affairs.
a staff meeting that there had been five
"University Council will definitely
AIDS cases in Huntington and that all check into the legality ofhaving such a
five victims died.
policy," Duke said. "We have to determine
ifwe have a leg_allegto stand en."
· "AIDS on the College Campus,"a
handbook distributed by ACHA,
Moat said it is probably a good idea
stresses that a university should focus for the university to have an AIDS polon educating people about AIDS rather icy for students for legal purposes.
than having a blanket policy. Accord- "There should be a written non-policy
ing to Bailey, Marshall has two new that reads between the lines 'we're
counceling positions, and one will be in going to do something, but we aren't
going to do much." '
charge of AIDS education.

AIDS---

Pol icy developed to .deal with Al DS;
administrators hope to combat fear
Bailey said the American College
Health Association and other organiReporter ·
zations advised universities to develop
- a policy response to AIDS. Following
A policy for stud~n ts with AIDS or an recommendations made by these
AIDS-related complex is now in effect groups, Ken Blue, dean of student
on campus.
development, and two university phyThe policy , which was approved by sicians devised a policy for students.
President Dale F. Nitzschke March 13,
Dr. Robert Belshe, professor of medistates that any student found to have
the HTLVIII virus or AIDS is to be cine, and Dr. Timothy Saxe, former
reported to the director of student director of University Health Services,
health, who will make arrangements structured the policy according to the
for an examination to determine inrec- guidelines recommended by the
tivity. The student has the option of ACHA.
leaving campus or submitting to an
examination to determine if he is in iecBailey and Blue agree the reason for
tive. The case will then be dealt with having an AIDS policy is to deal with
according to the specialist's findings. the fear that surrounds the disease.
By Kathy KIiburn

Small College
.
/

BIG DIFFERENCE

Huntington Junior College of .Busi~ess
'

Career ·courses

IT'S NOT TOO LATE!

· Business Management
Computer Science
Court Reporting
Dental Office Assisting
Executive, Legal &
Medical· Secretarial
• Higher Accounting
• Medical Office Assisting
• Word Processing

Classes Begin September 23

•
•
•
•
•

• Sm al I Classes
• Hands-On Skill Courses
• Four-Day Week
• One Building
• Lifetime Placement

.

.

• .Financial Assistance

• Morning or Evening Classes

• (And More) •

Celebrating
OUR 50th YEAR

Call 697-7550 or Stop By
900 Fifth Avenue Today!!

r.

•
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Hall of fame
among faculty
honor awards

Stadium termed priority;
new floor now a reality
By Dayna K. CHtle
Reporter

The building ofa new football stadium is still the top priority for this
year, according to Athletic Director
David T. Braine.
"Plans for a new football stadium
will continue 1x> be a priority until
con'firmation comes through to
begin building,'' Braine said. These
plans have been in the making since
March 1985.
Changes were also made in the
basketball program last week. A
new wooden floor was put in the
Henderson Center Tuesday. "The
portable floor will be taken up at the
end ofthe season and put back down
again ~ext fall," Braine said.
The football stadium and basket. ball floor are just two projects
Braine is working on. Hiring new
employees, improving funding for
women's spor1B and starting a drug

. testing and education program are
goals already reached.
Richard Shreve is now the director of fund raising for the Big Green
which has started the hiring of new
employees. An assistant track
coach has also beenJiired but his
position will not be announced until
approved by the state.
Braine also is emphasizing
women's sports by increasing the
amount of funding. " I'm looking forward to having the best overall
women's program in the Southern
Conference within the next few
3ears," Brainesaid, "We're trying to
make "(Omen's track, cross country,
volleyball, basketball and tennis
the best programs in the ronference.
Wealsohavegiveneachoneofthose
sports one more scholarship."
Drug testing and a drug education
program also have been.added this
year. "Drug testing has been in
effect since Aug. 5 whm student athletes began coming back to campus.

The creation of a faculty hall of fame
is the focal point of a menu of potential
endowed faculty awards that were
adopted Aug. 27 "by University
Council.
The Hall of Fame Award is designed
to become t he most prestigious award
available to a faculty member. "It is
meant to honor someone deemed outstanding through accomplishments
here or elsewhere," said Dr. Gary 0.
Bralne
Rankin, chairm an of t h e Faculty
Awards Committee, which formulated
The first test was announced and
the list of award suggestions.
the next three will be at random,"
Braine said
Reci pien ts of the Hall of Fam e
Braine is working on producing a
Award would receive an engraved
more efficient way of selling tickets
bron ze plaque to be h ung in a section of
preceeding the football games.
the proposed fine arts building and a
"Three ticket booths have been
monetary award.
placed on the east side of Fairfield
"Th e amount of money to be given is
Stadium to give fans more locations
arbitrary,
but probably sh ould not
to purchase tickets and to cut down
drop below $2,000," Rankin said.
on the long lines. We'll try different
To be eligible for the award, candithings every week till we get it
dates must be considered outstanding
right," Braine said.
in th eir areas of specialization.
A candidate's activities and accomplishments from other universities also
may be considered in the evaluation
process.
Oth er award ideas adopted by Unition of Colleges and Schools during the versity Council include a John Marteam's visit to campus in April, Duke sh all professorship, a community
said.
service award, an art award and an
"When the team from North Central outstanding junior faculty award.
spoke to University Council, it asked if
Winners of each award will receive
we had a planning advisory commit$1
,000 and a plaque.
tee. At the time, a committee did not
University Council also adopted a
exist, but North Central brought to our
attention the need to reactivate one," faculty travel award which will fund
travel expenses not to exceed $5,000for
Duke said.
a maximum of one month.
North Central is the organization
The list of award suggestions will be
from which Marshall receives its sent to Dr. Keith L. Scott, vice presiaccreditation.
dent of institutional advancement, for
University Council will begin dis- further implementation, according to
cussing reactivation of the coQtmittee Dr. Rainey J . Duke, University Council
chairwoman.
during its Sept. 24 meeting.

Move begun to cut committee overlap
-

sive planning process.
Duke, now in her second year as
By Abbey Ou,lap
Reporter
chairwoman, said she noticed during
her first year that many of the standReactivating the Planning Advisory ing committees were working on the
Committee to increase coordination same projects.
between standing committees will be a
Reactivating the Planning Advisory
priority of University Council this Committee automatically will elimiyear, according to Dr. Rainey J . Duke, nate most of the overlap, Duke said.
council chairwoman.
To curtail overlap further, Duke said
The Planning Advisory Committee she plans to meet regularly with standis a 16-member subcommittee of Uni- ing committee ch airmen "so that eveversity Council designed to enhance ryone will know what's going on."
communication among constituencies
Reactivating the committee also will
of t he university concerning purposes fill a void brough t to the attention of
and goals of the university a nd roles of University Coun cil by the inspection
the con stituencies in the comprehen- team from the North Central Asaocia-

-

-

Classified
For Rent

Savings!
Thank You Marshall Students, Faculty, and
Staff for supporting us thro·ugh the years. In
appreciation · we are offering you year
round savingsl

Guys Style Cut

Now

10°0

APAltTMDff 3-rooms, bath, carpet, air,

nfrigerator, stove, off-street parking.
522-8825.
F\llNISHED APARTMENT 2 bedroom air
conditioned, carpeted. 1 block from
campus. Please call 522-44131-5 p.m.
FURNISHED .+.P.+.RrMlHTS Male students. Near university. Share facilities. Private bedrooms. $150/ month
plus deposit. Utilities pa id. Huntington local 762-2552.
PAIIKIHG SP.+.CES for rent across from

reg. 13.00

Henderson Center at 200 19th Street
behind DictaphoneOffice$45/ semester. 522-3187.

0
ladies' Stylere_gCut
Now 10°
. 14.00

TYPEMl1ER/CALCUL.+.10R Adler Electric Portable $150; TI Programmable
58 w / printer $225; AM / FM / CB
Clock Radio $25.525-4620

Help Wanted
WCllK IH your spare time, no invest-

ment, and no selling. For more informati o n write o r phone BLUE
JACKET, P .O. Box 724, Bellefontaine, Ohio 43311. (513) 59~0912

Miscellaneous
MARSHALL STUDENT IHVESTMEHT 6

room, 3 bedroom. Excellent condition,
2 blocks from campus. Build yourself
an eq uity while attending school.
Call C.O. Hughes Jr. at 525-1648 or
529-6033.
EDITING SERVICE Manuscripts, disser-

For Sale
JVC SPfAl<ERS Like new $150. Call 529-

BODY PERMS Now 3QOO

3877.

tation a, journ al articles. Clean up
punctuation, spelling, structure
before yo u submit for publication.
Reasonable rates. Call 523-1373.

reg. 45.00

*WITH M.U. IDI
1112 4th Avenue: Campus
525-4247
820 10th Street: S23-838S
- - - - - -- - - - -

JERRY'S
.
.
, ,.

-•
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FAMOUS LAST WORDS
FROM FRIENDS TO FRIENDS.
~Are you OK to drive?"
"Whats afeiv beers?".

DRINKING AND DRIVING
CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIP.
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Warmup turns sizzler
in 19-10 loss to Eagles
By John Tolarchyk
Sports Editor

Scheduling lesser-skilled teams from
smaller schools as early season warmups to prepare a team for later tougher
games has long been a tactic of bigtime basketball
Recently, football teams, including
Marshall, have gone the same route.
Marshall played "warm-up games"
with teams they were supposed to beat
the last two weekends - West Virginia
Tech and Morehead State. Two weekends ago, in the first game of the season, West Virginia Tech gave Marshall
the warm-up it expected and the Herd
~n4~Q
·
Saturday, however, the fired-up
Morehead State Eagles refused to role
over, beating Marshall 19-10.
"They p layed a whale of a ball
game," Head Coach George Cha ump
said. "Morehead came to the stadium
well prepared and ready to play. They
were psyched up and really showed it
on the field."
.
After receiving the opening kickoff,
the Eagles, playing with the enthusiasm of a team with something to prove,
nothing to lose, and everything to gain,
rocked the Thundering-Herd defense
back on its heels with a 78-yard; 14play drive that ended in a field goal by
Eagle kicker Charlie Stepp.
Defensive standout, outside linebacker Cecil Fletcher, who had three
quarterback sacks and recovered a
blocked punt, said Morehead played

over its head. "The toughest teams are
the one's who are playing over their
heads," he said. "We lei them take the
tempo from us in that first drive. They
carried that tempo over to their defen se
and just wouldn't let up."
Clipping pena lties, bad sn aps from
center on field goals, quarterback
sacks and an inability to score from
within Moreh ead's 15 stalled the Marshall offense throughout most of the
game. John Gregory, who completed 14
· of 33 passes for 201 yards, was sacked
five ti mes. A bad pass from center
resulted in a missed field goal when the
ball sailed over place-kick holder Mike
Barber's outstretched arms for a 16yard loss.
Two Marshall drives ended within
the Eagle's !~yard line. One drive,
with 11 minutes left in thefirstquarter,
ended in a field goal by Kevin Gault
and the other in a blocked field goal
attempt with 10 minutes left in the
third quarter. The Herd also failed to
score in four plays after a blocked punt
was recovered by Fletcher on the Eagle
4-yard line.
'We didn't play consistantly at all,"
Chaump said. "We didn't push the ball
down the field. And when we finally
did get the ball in good field position,
we didn't capitafue on the opportunities
Morehead scored on field goals of 28
and 38yards. Touchdowns weresoored
by the Eagles in the third quarter on a
Staff photo by Mark Czew1kl
six-yard run by D.D. Harrison and
with five minutes left in the fourth Morehead comerbaek, John Mansfield brings Herd tallback Darryl Deboes
quarter on a pass from Adrian Breen to down during Saturday's 1088 at Falrfleld Stadium~Deboes gained 70 yards
Pete Webb.
on 17 carries.

---

Lady Herd seeks wal·k-on center, forward
The deadline for walk-on applications is Sep. 15 in junior college recruits will not be coming to Marshall
order to allow time to check eligibility. However, Sou- as planned. One athlete decided not to play because
·Sports Writer
thard said that anyone interested has until Oct.15if of personal reasons while the other player is finishthey can't make the September deadline.
ing her junior college degree and will join the Lady
There will be many new fares on the Lady Herd
Southard said that anyone who is strong at the Herd in the spring.
basketball team this year. It is possible that Coach power forward or center position would have a defi- · Coach Southard pointed out that many good playJudy Southard has never seen some of them because nite advantage. "We're anxious to meet girls 5-foot-9 ers have joined the squad as walk-ons. Kelli Cromer
she is still looking for up to four players.
inches and up who are accus1Dmed to playing strong from Harlan, Ky., was a walk-on as a freshman.
With six new scholarship players and the need for forward, power forward or center positions." How- Cromer went on to become a scholarship player and
walk-on players, the Lady Herd is not only going to ever, the coach also said that although the team is ended her career with Marshall two seasons ago.
have a lot of new faces but also a lot of new talent. already fairly deep at guard and small forward posi- Tonya Phillips was a walk-on lastseason who helped
Southard said that anyone interested in becoming tions, anyone interested in those places on the team the team during some tight spots, Southard said.
one of the new faces as a walk-on should contact are still encouraged to try out.
"A walk-on must play the first yearwithouta schoLady Herd Basketball at 696-5445 or696-6782 or drop
Allowing walk-ons to try out is not new practire larship," Southard said. "However, a walk-on
by Room 1033 in the Henderson Center for more for the.Lady Herd, Southard said. The reason that receives the same treatment as any other member of
information.
the team needs to fill two position's is because two the team."
By John GIiiispie

a

Men's cross country flying; .women get early test
time of 25:19. Finishing second was
Eastern Kentucky won the women's " That's c loser than I thought,"
Todd Crosson, Connorsville, Ind . 5,000 meter race, with a trio cruising Brachna said. "They (MU's women
~nior, with a 25:50 clocking. David the course ahead of the rest. The three runners) have room to improve."
Reporter
Marks, Nitro junior, was third at26:04, runners ran in fourth position in the
MU's Susan Kepich, who finished
The men's cross country team got off followed by David Ball, Scott Depot first half-mile, took the lead on the fourth at the conference meet last year,
to a flying start Saturday while the senior, 26:16. Gary Cheslock, Fairmont north end of the complex and easily finished fifth with a time of19:13. The
women's team got an early test a gainst senior, took sixth with a time of 26:25. won with a time of 18:48.
Concord, Ohio, sophomore finished
a con i!rence pow.e r.
_
Brachna, however, was concerned behind the EKU convoy and East TenRuining the Thundering Herd's bid with his team's performance against
The men's team was clearly the class
. nessee's Jody Richards. Tina Mayfor
a sweep of the first five spots was defending Southern Conilrence cham- nard, Wheelersburg, Ohio, freshman
of the field, taking five of the first six
places for a near-perfect score of 16. Cedarville' s Kelly Moore, who finished pion East Tennessee State. The Bucca- finished eighth at-19:39.
Slippery Rock finished second with 61 fifth.
neers finished second behind EKU's 26
Other Mal"Sh a ll finishers were Lisa
points, followed by Cedarville College
The Herd runners broke from the points with a score of 54. The Herd fin- Hindson, Wheeling sophomore, 14th,
of Ohio, 64, Eastern Kentucky, 84, pack in the first mile of the two and ish ed third with 65. Slippery Rock was 20:27; Shelly Wallace, H untington
Slippery Rock "B" team, 142, and West one-half lap race around the YMCA- fourth with 72, followed by West Virgi- sophomore, 16th , 20:35; Denise Lit.Virginia State, 182.
Glenbrier complex, and were never nia State at 155. Cedan:1llt- did not tleton, Wheeling freshman, 22nd,
Returning All-Southern Conilrm.ce threatened. " They ran a great race," have a team score. If all other teams 20 :57; Ingrid Mason, Glen Dale sophorunner David Tabor, Princeton senior, Dennis Brachna, head coach of the were eliminated from t he m~et, ETSU more, 23rd, 21:05; and Kathy Bunn,
won the 8,000 meter race easily with a cross country teams, said.
would h ave beaten Marshall 25 to 32. Huntington sophomore, 26th, 21:38.
By Doug Smock
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Laidley wins
two to begin
intramural year
By Doug Smock
Reporter

'New voices' describe g·ames
for Marshall radio audi-e nce

•

The 1986-87 intramural season
started last Thursday with Laidley
Hall taking the tug-of-war
competition.
In the men's residence hall division, Laidley defeated 12th floor
Twin Towers East in the best-ofthree playoff.
The Laidley wins include
Hodges Hall,14th floor TTE and
sixth floor Holderby.
The Laidley women won their
division , defeating seventh floor
T win Towers West, fourth floor
Holderby, six th floor Buskirk H al1,and second floor Holderby in t he
cha mpionship.
E th a n Fields, Coolidge, Ariz.
senior, credits th e cohesive a tmosphere of the residence ha ll for the
Laidley sweep. " It h el?I not only
here, but in academics , in social
life, everything," h e said.
The Sig Eps captured the fraternity division by defeating Phi
Delta Theta, Pi Kappa Alpha and
Tau Kappa Epsilon . Spicetree
Apartments won the open division
by forfeit.
This was the first event in the
competition for the President's
Cup , the intramural championship for the entire school year.
Registration was completed for
softball, beach volleyball' and singles and mixed doubles tennis.
These events begin this week.

By Pamela J. Schmidbauer
Sports Writer

When talking about Marshall football, the word "new" comes to mind.
Not only are there new people coaching
the team, but there are also new voices
announcin g the plays.
Earlier this August Stan Howell,
sports director at WGNT and news
director at WAMX, was appointed to
the position ofplay-by-play announcer,
replacing Frank Giardina, who took an
announcing position at East Carolina
University in Greenville, N .C.

Gary Voss, g·eneral manager of
WGNT and vice president of Stoner
Broadcasting, is replacing Howell as
color commentator. Voss has broadcasting ex perience in many areas
including Big 10 football and
basketball.
Howell said his experience with covering the Thundering Herd as a color
commentator was a major factor in his
hiring, while experience in broadcasting was Voss'.
"Ever since high school, I have
wanted to be a play-by-play announcer
and now I have tlie c hance,"Howell
said.

Howell said that filling in for FranJ,
Giardina will be difficult because he h1
a legend in Marshall sports announcing
"This is a big step for me. Wha t worries me is the people who will be listening and judging my announcing,"
Howell said. "There is a lot more pressure because there are more people listening and more is expected of you."
The difference between the color commentator and play-by-play announcer
is that the announcer tells exactly
what is happening on the field, while
the commentator interprets the plays
and adds statistics.

Inexperienced spikers to ·b attle KSU
in Sept. 13 vo lleyball season opene r
By John Gllllsple
Sports Writer

The Lady Spikers will travel to Kentucky State University Sepl 13 for
their first game of the season.
Since the starting members have not
been chosen, captain Melissa Hill, Chesapeake, W.Va., junior, a th ird-year
player, said she can't tell how the team
is shaping up as a whole, but each individual looks pretty strong.
The squad is a fairly young group
since there are no seniors and only two

juniors.
Coach Martha Newberry s a id sh e
has adopted Coach George Chaump's
philosophy about doing whatever it
takes to win the Southern Con ~ren ce.
" We have no long term goals other
than to take one game at a time," Newberry said.
"I see no weakness in the starting
line-up ," Newberry said. " This has
been the first time that I've been able to
say that, because there's usually someone that you're not quite sure about."
"I feel better going into this season

than I h a ve ever felt," Newberry said.
Newberry will be assisted by J aki
Copela nd, a two-year recipient of the
Academic All-America and All Southern Conference awa rds, who will be
working with the hitters and the Nautilus program.
Newberry· plans to give all of her
players an opportunity to play in the
first game. "They (Kentucky State) are
good l eape rs," Newberry s aid .
"They're scrappy and they blodc well. I
think,we'll be able to out-fundamental
t hem ."
·

Stotioners-lMorgans
YOUR NEXT DOOR
NEIGHBOR

SHANGHAI SU RPRISE
Daily 5:10-7:10-9:10
Sat.Sun. Mat. 1:10-3:10 (PG13)

Like T_he Best of Neighbors,
We Offer Many Shopping Conveniences:

BULLIES

~-__,! WE HAVE: !- --~

Daily 5:30-7:30-9:30
Sat. SLWI. Mat 1:30-3:30 (PG)

STAND BY ME
Daily 5:25-7 :25-9:25
Sal SLWI. Mal 1:25-3:25 (R)

Largest Hallmark Dept. in W.Va.
Textbook Reservation System
Textbook Buyback - All Year
Personalized Computer Poet

TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE 2

Dally 5:45-7:45-9:45
Sal. SLWI . Mat. 1:45-3:45 (R)

\

Walk Down and Check Us Out!!

Stationers, lM.organs
ARMED & DANGEROUS
Daily 5:15-7·15-9:15
Sat. Sun. Mat. 1:15-3:15 (PG13l,

Open: 8 AM - 9 PM Open: 9 AM - 5 PM -

MON . - FRI .
SATU RDAY

SPECIAL SUNDAY HOURS
DURIN.G BOO K RUSH

1945 5th Avenue
525-7676
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Chaump family happy with football father
By Pamela J. Schmidbauer
Sports Writer

The nomadic Chaump family is not
only supportive, but teeming with
genuine and varied sports enthusiasm.
George Chaump isn' t alone in his
household when it comes to sports
interest. The entire Chaump family
lives the sporting life as well.
Constance Chaump and daughters
Lynda, 15, Melanie, 12, and Melissa,
12, have all been participants in a multitude of sports.
Mrs. Q.haump said that throughout
her high school and college years she
was a cheerleader and she also was
involved in tennis, softball, basketball
and volleyball.
The girls also enjoy sports. Lynda
has been a cheerleader as well.
"One year George coached our
daughter's softball team. At first our ·
oldest daughter wat:n't sure about the
idea, but it worked out well with their
team winning all but one game and
capturing the championship that
year," Mrs. Chaump said.
"It seems wherever we go the girls
pick up a new sport," Mrs. Chaump
said.
Speaking of moving, the Chaumps
have moved five times due to Dad's
coaching career.
"When I first met George he was
coaching high school football, so I sort
of knew what I was getting into," Mrs.
Chaump said.
Through the years, the Chaumps
have lived in Harrisburg, Columbus,
Tampa, Indiana, Pa., and Huntington.

"I can't say which place I liked best
because they all have different qualities, but Columbus, where we lived for
11 years, is sort of special because our
children were born there. It was hard to
leave Columbus," Mrs. Chaump said.
Mrs . Ch a ump added that she
believes all the- moving has drawn
their family closer and other relative
dependences are gone.
"I do feel that the girls and I are more
independent due to the lack of time that
George is around, but the excitement of
the games make up for the l06t time,"
she said.
•
Through moving, the Chaump's
have seen every aspect of coaching,
high school, college and professional.
Chaump was .the assistant coach at
William Penn High School, head coach
at Shamokin High SchooL head coach
at John Harris High School, quarterback C?ach at O~io State Uni~ersity,
offensive backfield coach with the
Tampa Bay _Buccca~eers. and head Coach George Chaump's better half enjoying dad In action. From the left
coach a~ Indiana Un_ivers1ty o~ Pen- his wife Constance and daughters Lynda, 15, Melanie, 12, and Mellisa, 12.
nsylvania, where he virtually built the
football program.
''The fans simply weren't putting
enough support into the Indiana
1
team," Mrs. Chaump said.
~
Last year's record at Indiana shows
how he changed the team with a 8-2-1
record that led the Big Indians to the
Western Division Championship ofthe
Pennsylvania State Athletic
Conference.
Mrs. Chaump said of her husband's
coaching career that he is very dedicated and totally enjoys his work,
which she hopes will continue here at
Marshall.

--
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Soccer team triumphs de·s.pit(3 numerous setbacks
By Doug Smock
Reporter

Marshall University Soccer Coach
Jack DeFazio has been playing "The
Survival Game."
No, it is not the game where people go
into the woods with paint pellet guns
trying to capture the other team's flag.
This version involves trying to field a
winning soccer team despite losing
players in every way possible.
In spite of the odds, though, the Herd
appears capable of winning at least a
few games, as proven by their 2-0-1
record compiled last week.
First, there were several losses from
graduation. Marshall's all-time career
scoring leader Andy Zulauf and Greg
Ogle are gone from last year's 10-7-1
team. Zulauf finished his four-year
career with 39 goals and 27 assists,
scoring 11 goals and3 assists last year.
Ogle kicked in 7 goals and 3 assists.
Also lost is goalkeeper Tim Deaton,
the Herd's all-time shutout leader with
10. Five of those came last season. Deaton also has the lowest career goalsagainst average of 1.15.
Other graduation losses includemidfielder Rick Hulcher and standout
defender Brad Puryear.

The losses from graduation are generally expected and can be planned for.
DeFazio's nightmares are the result of
defections from four upperclassmen
and two recruits, one illness and eligibility problems for four others.
Bill Datin, who had an exceptional
freshman year, has left the university
because of academic problems. Sean
Fouts, the Herd's third leading scorer
last year, decided not to come back as
did David Martin and John Withrow.
Two recruits who had impressive high
school credentials, Scott Purdy, a
striker from Keene, N.Y., and Vincent
Wash, a goalkeeper from East Brunswick, N.J ., also decided not to come to
Marshall at the last minute.
Clark Haptonstall, who was selected
by Gatorade as the top high school
player in West Virginia last year, is
sidelined indefinjtely with mononucleosis.
With all this, one might think DeFazio used up his quota of problems for
'the year, but he had another one. Mistakes were made on NCAA paperwork
that held up the eligibility of four
freshmen.
Kevin Meadows, a Huntington Vinson graduate, had his eligibility finalized "about two minutes before we got
on the bus for Tec h," according to

DeFazio. Mark Bongarzone and Matthew Waizenegger, both from Long
Branch, N.J., and Mark Turner, a goalkeeper from Huntington, were not so
lucky.
" Unfortunately, you have to tell 18yea?'olds why they can't play when
you don't know yourself," DeFaziosaid
in expressing his frustration over the
situation.
.
·The problems apparently came in
errors made by their high schoolcounselors on the NCAA forms, which
record, among other things, grades in
core subjects and ACT scores. It
appears they had little problem with
academic requirements.
The Herd started the season by
dP.feating West Virginia Tech 2-1 in
overtime. The final score was deceiving because Marshall dominated the
Golden Bears, outshooting them 32
shots to 4. However, the offunse that
was wrecked by the roster problems
had trouble putting the ball in the net.
"We made their goaltender look better
than he is," DeFazio said, mentioning
that he expected the offense to be the
weak point.
,
DeFazio, however, praised his team,
who had nine members play the full
120 minutes.
The Herd went down 1-0 on a goal off
a free kick J?lay by Mohamed Wasey.
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DeFazio said his team was "too excited
about playing" and forgot about their
defensive assignments. Marshall tied
the Bears on a goal by senior striker
Scott Laskowitz. The goal was assisted
by brothers Scott and Steve Fischer.
The game-winner came at 96:20 of
overtime when Scott Fischer scored off
of a feed from Laskowitz.
DeFazio's troops played this past
weekend in the Trenton State College
Kickoff Classic in New Jersey, tying
California University of Pennsylvania
1-1 and trouncing Delaware Valley
College of Doylestown, Pa., 12-1.
In the Saturday game against Division II California, Laskowitz scored
the tying goal just minutes after falling
behind· by a goal.
Sunday, the Herd dominated the consolation game. Steve Fischer led the
Marshall scoring barrage with five
goals while Laskowitz chipped in two.
Also scoring goals for the Herd were
Chuck Karnes, Pat Murphy. and
Meadows.
Huntington freshman David Templeton played goal for all three games.
He was forced to make eight saves in
the California game. Hemadeonlyfive
saves in the other two games, three
against Delaware Valley and two
against Tech.
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Lack of alcohol
changes rush traditions
..

under the age of 21.
1
Beer and alcohol legislation which
became effective on July 1, 1986,
Reporter
prompted the series ofsuggestions conThe high er drin king age and recom- cerning Greek activities and policies.
One activity that will be directly
mendations from President Dale. F.
Nitzschke have caused many Greek affected is the banning of open parties
organ izations to change their rush by Greeks. Open parties, according to
Don Robertson, Interfraternity Countraditons.
Nitzschke suggested prohibiting the cil adviser, are those which are open
sale of alcohol by Greeks and complete invitation and structured a round the
compliance with state law regarding sale or consumption of alcohol.
"This is definitely in response to a
the sale, distribution or provision of
beer or alcoholic beverages to persons liability crisis that exists for fraterni-

By Chuck Rice

•

Chancellor search
dates chrbnicled
The following is a chronology of
events leading up to the selection ofthe
five finalists for the chancellor's
position.
January 1986 - In his State of the State
address, Gov. Arch A. Moore outlined a
proposa-1 to replace the Board of
Regents with a three-member, full-time
commission on higher education.
Feb. 3 - The House of Delegates voted
79-20 to continue the BOR until July
1988.
Feb. 5 -The BOR asked for and received

the resignation of its chancellor, Leon
H. Ginsberg, and appointed President
Thomas Cole as interim chancell<r.
Feb. 6 -The bill to abolish theBOR was
sent to a House Subcommittee for
further study and never emerged
again.
May 1 - Deadline for submitting applications for chancellor's position.
Thirty-five applications were received.
Sept. 2 - Associated Press story
announces that five finalists have been
chosen fur the chancellor's position.

ties today," said Mike McCaan of
Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity, "several
law suits today concern irresponsible
drinking at open fraternity functions."
One suggested policy involves no
spending of chapter funds on beer or
alcohol. Jere Gaeger, Pi Kappa
Alpha president, said this is a little
unrealistic. "Many of the fraternity
members are of age and this suggestion is meant to promote responsible
drinking."
Dry rush for fraternities, has been in
effect for the last three semesters.

" This decision was for the best, said
Paul Hackett, Lambda Chi Alpha president. "This has been a national policy
for some time and we have been behind
the times. Dry rush is successful, you
get the best kind of members from it."
"Dry rush tests the creativity of fraternities, so many in the pa~t relied on
alcohol as a crutch for rush parties,"
added Chris Canfield, rush cha irman
for Alpha Sigma Phi.
Rush activities will include a giant
version of the game "Twister" and several sporting events.

Cole- ---,------ - - - Dry- - - F rom Page 1
to the BOR's advisory council and an
assistant professor of history, said
Cole's slection was a complete surprise
to her. But, she said, faculty groups at
Marshall and other state schools have
been "very impressed" with Cole.
She said Cole is ideal for the job
because he will put education first and
he doesn't seem to have any enemies.
Cole is apolitical, Hensley said.
Cole said he will continue in his dual
role as college president and acting
chancellor until Nov. 1. After that,
West Virginia State will begin the
search foi: a new president, he said.
As chancellor, Cole will make about
$73,000, Watson said.
Ginsberg was earning $74,436 when
he left in February under pressure from
state college pr esidents who com p l ained to t he regents about "an
impasse" between the board and the
governor's office.
Asked if Cole was chose n for his ability to get along with Moore, Ginsberg
said Cole wasn' t choeen for his willing-

ness to conflict with the governor.
''The,BOR stoped being an i ndependent force for higher education a long
time ago," he said.
Hensley said she doesn't think Cole
will be a yes man for Moore. "He's
diplomatic (but) his loyalty is to higher
education."
BOR member Sister Mary Jude
Jochum said Cole appears to be able to
work with the governor, but that Moore
had no say-so in Cole's selection.
"We felt that during the six months
Dr. Cole was functioning as acting
chancellor he had a very good relationship with the governor," she said.
Cole, 45, was vice president for academic affairs and provost at Atlanta
University from 1979 to 1982 before
becoming president at West Virginia
State.
He received an u ndergraduate
degree from Wiley College in Marshall,
Texas. He received his doctor's degree
in organic chemistry from the University o{ Chicago in 1966.

From Page 1

various singers and entertainment
acts. Trivia Night will continue on
Monday nights, and Marshman said
that more films will be shown.
Marcia Lewis, coordinator of Judicial Affairs, said a violation of the residence hall beer policy by students 21 or
older is a Type 3offense, usually resulting in probati,on and requiring the student to attend a seminar or perform a
self-improvement project.
For students under 21 , violation of
the policy is both a Type 1 and Type 3
offense. The maximum punishment for
these offenses is expulsion, but "it
depends on the circumstances," she
said.
Lewis said that while there have
been a few offimders, there has not
been more than in previous years. ·
" It's harder to catch offenders now,"
she said. "Before, students had to be
out in the halls with a beer can in their
hands, and now the students can't
have alcohol in their rooms at all."

WIGGINS
Why Go Out? .
We Deliver Free

•

W/Minimum of $3.75

525-1591
Dorms-Offices
Welcome Back MU Students & Faculty
We have been serving the Marshall communityfor
30 years and we hope you will join us for the
largest array of sandwiches, dinners and desserts
in the Huntington area.
•

#

Or give us a call , we have delivered over 30,000
orders to Marshall University offices, dorms, and
•
apartments in the past f ive years.
Watch for our coupons.
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Celebrities scheduled for Sesquicentennial
deputy director of United States Information Agency; Maj. Gen . Albin G.
Wheeler, commandant of the industrial college of the Armed F orces; Burl
Begin ning wit h Alumni Weekend, Osburn, president an d editor of the
April 24-25, and continuing through Dallas Morning News; and comedian
n ext year's Homecoming, campus will Soupy Sales.
be filled with Marsh all U niversity's
While sch eduling of events is n ot to
Sesq_uicen tennial act ivit y.
begin untilNov ember , thecommittee is
F our of M a r s hall's prestig iou s working on bringing the Army Ba nd to
alumni are scheduled to come t o cam- campus and has put together som e spepus.to speak, a spokesman for the plan- cial publications, said Dr. Sam Clagg,
ning committee sa id. The speaker s c hairman of the Sesquicente nnial
include Marvin Stone, former editor of Planning Committee and r etired chairU .S . News & World Report and present man of the department of geography.

By Michelle L. Nolte
Reporter
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Studertt organiiationl that want
to receive ,rrants frontth~ Hig:her
EduQttjpn Res.qqre~ Fund ~h61lld

t,,sb bmit prol)c>Sllls by ~pt. Hffur

consjde-ration by the HERF
commiqee.
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AppUtations.. includiig wririeh
ext>lanaJi<m• for the need o(fuod~
must be filed with Dr. Ker,n~h.,E,
~!ue., turiwciatt> ~ean i>f.student

dffait s and· HERF comm'itt~
cllah-rnan.

~ l:lERF committee has ~n
aH6cated $21,000 whie'h t omesfrom tuition fees. Up to$1.000 c{m
be obtained by e~h Rtffl¾P, ~ th
st.rict.er guidel i;n~s fof hidi#t'

award$, Blue said: Th()Se:teteivin~
ma ximum a m ounts m,u~t show al)

Also, a s eries of on e- minute s egments detailing Marashall history is
being produced by H . Keith Spears,
gen eral manager of Instructional Tele-

A TV Documentary on Marshall's
history is also being developed and will
be recorded on VCR tapes to be used in
homes.

Narr ation of the segments will be
done by President Da le F . Nitzschke,
G ov. Arc h A . Moor e Jr., campus
coaches , and community leaders.

- -- - - - -- - - -- - -- - - - - - -- - will narrate the first lecture on India. Forums are scheduled
By Eve C ross
for 8 p.m. in Old Main Auditorium. Other lecture topics
_Re_p_o_rt_e_r _ _ __ __ __ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __ _ include "The Holy Lands," narrated by Dr. Charles Forbes
Taylor on Oct. 24 and ''Russia," with Raphael Green on Dec.
The Marshall Artis ts Series will begin its 1986-87 season 12.
Monday with a film lecture on India and will continue
Also, Tony-award winning Broadway play, "On the 20th
through the year with Broadway plays, ballet, film lectures, Century," starring Imogene Coca, is scheduled to be presand a new concert series - the Young Conc ert Artists Series. ented Nov. 12, at 8 p.m . at :Keith Albee Theater in
The new performances will commem orate the Artist Ser- Huntington.
Also, a one-woman play titled " Eleanor: A Celebration,"
ies' 50th Anniversary and will feature international awardstarring
Broadway actress Toni Gillman, is scheduled for
winning performers in theirmid-20s, aspokeswomanforthe
Oct. 15.
series said.
The Mount Series will present the North Carolina Dance
Included in the list of performers are flutist Gary Shocker Theater Nov. 18, at the Keith Albee Theater and The New
on Oct. 6. and violinist Benny Kim Nov. 10. All performan- Swingle Singers will perform Dec. 4 in Old Main
ces will begin at 8 p.m . in Smith Recital Hall.
Auditorium.
The Cincinnati Pops, with conductor Erich Kunzel, also is
All Artists Series events are free to students with a valischeduled to perform attheHuntingtonCivic Cent.erNov.1. dated Marshall ID and activity card. Tickets may be picked
as part of the anniversary celebration.
up at the Artists Series Office in Memorial Student Center
Also scheduled are professional filmmakers will narrate 1W23. More information may be obtained by calling 696the Marshall Forum Series and include Frank Klicar, who 6656.

Rushees to se·e skits~ socialize
as pledging process continues

!~~c:

By Chuck Rice
Reporter

T he seven -mr m ber- HERF etu•
de!)t committee meet~ -monthly
thrnughotitthe school year t<J e\tal•
ua t~ n ew p roposals . New deadlines
ar e s et before each meetjn,g by a,t
least a week, but. Blueutj(es groups
to s ubm it proposals at leai.1 one
month in adv an ce.
Tra vel situa tions tequire,atJeai:it;
two m onths not.fre in most {'a8esi'
lllue said . ,H owever, ,troups that
~<'e k fur,ds !11:r ev~nts jn thihtJpringA
1.-hquld witlt until t1ppr<1xhnattly "'

Sorority rush activity moves into its
second phase tonight at 7 p.m . as
potential m e mbers visit sorority
ho.uses for the ir first party.
All women who have been registered
are to m eet at Memorial Student Center
t o be di vide d into groups for the
a ctivi ties .
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vision Services.
Thirty spots will be produced for use
by local station s during the first th ree
m onths of th e sesquicentennial and
will be s pon sored by corporation s as
ads for their companies.

Young performers part of Artists Series

->

•>

Included in these is a pictoral history
book, entitled "Marshall Memories."
T he book is to be r eleased in late
Novem ber and was r esearched, written
a nd designed by Dr. Ralph J . T urner ,
professor of jo urna lism , as a project of
th e Office of U niversity Relations.
Also, this year's U niver sity Catalogue
pictures m emorabilia from Marsha ll's
150 years of exis ten ce o n its cover.
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The fi rst impression really
counts. Every sorority is noUor
e:-tery girl.
Lada Gibson

Rushees are to choose which sororities they want to pledge during the
eve ning, while viewing pro-gre-ek skits
and talking with members.
"The skits are fun and offer a taste of
the atmosphere of each sorority," said
Lada Gibson, Delta Zeta president.
The first party is crucial for pledges

wishing to make a good impression in a
short amount of time, Gibson said.
''The fir's t impression really counts,"
she said. "Every sorority is not for
every girl.
"Overall, it is n ot that hard to get
into the sorority you want," Gibson
said,
After the introductory, casual parties and tours, prospective pledges
return to the student center and cho~e
four of the five sorority houses they
want to visit again.
Second parties offer the chance to get
to know the members of a sorority,
their philosophy a nd a little of the
chapter's history, Gibson said Those
visiting are to narrow down their choices to two sororities.
The third party - called the " preference party" - is Sunday and th ose
rushing begin to learn about the meaning of Greek sisterhood, the sororities
ideals and rituals, Gibson said.
Following the preferen ce party, prospective pledges list their top choice.
Members of sororities then go over
the lists a nd offer bids.

Calendar
The Calendar is designed as a service for
Marshall University groups. Announcements for the calendar are due at least two
days prior to th e date of publication .
Calendar forms are available in the newsroom, Smith Hall 311. The Parthenon
reserves the right to edit or reject and
calendar announcement.
Alph a Epallon Delta will host the Weat Virginia University Allied Health Advising
Group today at 1 p.m. More information
may be obtained by calling Mark Delomas
at 736-9847, or J ohn Justice at 526-9311.

ACS Student Afflllt• will sponsor a meeting and chemistry seminar Wednesday at
noon in Northcott Hall, Room 309. Teny
Goolsby of Ashland Oil will speak on
"Chemistry in the Petroleum Industry."
New members welcome.
United Methodat Campua Mlnlatry will

have a reception for students and anyone
interested Wednesday at 7 p,m. in the Campus Christian Center. More information
may be obtained by calling 696-2444.
Alpha Epd on Delta will have its regular
meeting Thursday at 4:30 p.m. in Harris
l{all 137.

.----·couPoN'•---.
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INDIA
a film lecture by Frank Klicar
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Available In 1Wl3 MSC

Call 696-6656 for more information
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Blizzard Regular
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50~ OFF

I

FREE with M.U.I.D. and Activity C.erd
$5 Ad"ts / $250 Pllrt-tlme Shldents, F•culty, Yout~

5th Ave.
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I

Monday, September 15th, 8:00 p.m.
Old Main Auditorium
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New Flavors
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Limit One Per Visit
Good Thru Sept. 29
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This Herd. isn't thundering; it's marching
By Patti L. Shaver
Reporter

OK, s ports fans!
Who holds the record for the longest
car eer ofperformanre in the history of
Marshall University football?
Who runs more complicated formations on the football field than the Dallas Cowboys?
Who practices more hours than the
football team the week before the first
game?
The answer to these questions is The
Thundering Herd Marching Band, better known as "The Big Green Marching Machine."
'.' We're smaller in num her of
members than we were last year," said
Dr. W. Richard Lemke, associate professor of music and director of bands.
Last year's "machine" had a recordbreaking 206 members.
"We have 195 total members this
year and they all have a great attitude," Lemke said.
Since the band h as two parades, two
games and a marching exhibition
under its belt by the beginning of the
third week ofsc hoo i it starts preparing
sia11 photo by Ben Petrey
for the busy season before the semester
The
Big
Green
Marching
Machine's
begins.
Beginning on Sunday, Aug. 17, band majorettes (above) twirled their way
members endured up to 11 hours a day through the streets of Huntington
of rehearsals. Onc.e classes begin, the during the Community Day Parade
band practices from 3:30 to 5 p.m. on Saturday. Just a small part of the
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. "machine ," the trumpet players
They also rehearse for about 45 min- (right) help keep the beat alive.
utes before each game.
"Except for the first two games, we some buttons to tell the computer what
do a completely different show for I want and how many people I want in
every halftime," Lemke said.
each line a nd it draws the design for
Lemke uses an Apple 11-E computer me."
to help design band formations for preIn addition to appearing in all the
game a nd halftime shows. "It allows home games this year, the band will
me to create more elaborate designs, travel to Ohio University with the footbut mainly it saves me a lotoftime," he ball team S.ept. 13. "The Big Green
said.
Marching Machine" also will perform
"I used to have to use graph paper, at halftime during the Cincinnati
protractors and other tools of the trade Bengals-Pittsburgh Steelers Oct. 13
to draw a design. I did a lotoferasing," football game at Riverfront Stadium in
he said. " Now all I have to do is punch Cincinnati.

l

370 tu~tlon:walve,.1'-warded .: Edmonds: new computer helps
to students for 1986-87 year in students' employment search
•.

,

,,t

A

l"c>t tbe 1986.-.ca•mic Y•r, 370

Milleuaid, "Wetry to.tay within
th.is -rati.o"'.which ii what the Board
of Re¥ettt& and the state grant
off~ ~h of which con trot t~ tui- .
tion ,W&lJ Vet program, verba!Jy t
'teoo~ded that I do, 1'
"' .w
Stude,nta, wht> are given a waiver#'\
are reeponeible for p&Y-11' thein.t&r4
oolqiate atbletie feee, the institu--

tuition waiver• were awarded io
Manhall Univea-ity et11denw,acc:cmlina to Edgar W. Miller, director
_of Student Fin~ Aatiat.f}l~.
These waiven , which have tio-nal_activity fee. and the student
r.-nained .con.aistent compared to cent.er fee, which total $141 per
both 1986 and 1984, are a result of a eemester, Miller said.
_
MUl~ by tlte W,-t Virginia Le,i•
Mu ler mainthree reports during
lature an.dare deliennmed.uchyea-r the ytar to the BOR to determinethPas 5 ~teen.~ o.} the universi~y•• dollar vab.1e of the waivers, .
ptecedin, f-e.lkaefflffter full-tnne , ~ cademie scholarships are
equivalent he•d count.
awarded w the &tudente.for an aca-MUl~r aaid the waivers were deinieyear. "However/' Millenaid.
awarded.bytbeFinancialAidAdvi- "it is perfectly fe.ir :for one q,t. tbe
tor, Collncil baaed. primarily on the depar1mmt8, euch aa the Athletic
a*emic<!fflientials of both inoom• .Department, to awaid the wai'V'ets
ill¥ fl•hm• and continuing atu- on a aenu•ier-by-aemeater basis.''
dent&. lncoming freahrnen must
There is notanautomaticrfJl'lewal
have a pade point ave,-age of as for atudenfB who ieceived. waive.re
and an .ACf»c:o?e of 24. Continuing during the academic year. Miller
etudentaiuilath.avean accu.n,.ulated said to receive conaider~n &tu•
<¾PA dt~3'j. \t,,
. dents D'I.Ust fil,e an appli<:ation

A f\lU w.aiver is the equival«,t,of %~ e t n Dec. l and Feb. 1 of each
underartaJJuate tuition, which i• ".~ .Ye•r, while incoming freshmen
$380 per •erx.ester tor a W•t Virgi-, ') nu&t be admit~ t<r·the univenity
nia resident and $1,245 for a non.res- by Feb. 1 prior to th;,eii;sfr~qnien
ident fol" this year, Miller- aaid. year,
•.•. ••. · ··· ···
However. then, ia a limitation in the
Miller said he does not expect any
number of waivers u.aed JUJ oufi.of. draatiedropOTt>illeinthenum.berof
.ate wmven.
waiven the university receives.

computer, but the students find the
new system easier to use.
Staff Writer
Students using this system watch
the screen , decide which jobs they are
A n ew computer at the Marshall interested in and qualify for and refer
Career Planning and Placement Cen- the code numbers to Edmonds. The stuter will make it easier for stud en ts seek- dents are told if the jobs are still availaing part-time jobs to find t h em, ble and, if so, referred to the employer.
according to Sue N . Edmonds, student Studen ts must fill out a green form ,
jobs coordinator.
giving name, address, phone number,
The part-time jobs listings, which and other relevant information, before
range from housekeeping and babysit- seeing Edmonds.
ting to clerical work and church organists, n ow are stored in a computer
which continuously shows them on the
monitor. Previously, the listings were
in two notebooks.
"That was not a convenient system.
The notebooks got carried away, or
torn up, and only two persons could
look at a time, They had to be replaced
at a rate of two per week," Edmonds
said.
Now, the "time-saving, convenient
system," according to Edmonds, is in
This service, screened from 9 a.m. to
use and students can see what is available without waiting. Currently there 4 p.m. on weekdays, is open to current
part- and full -time students at
are 50 jobs a vailable.
Marshall.
Edmonds said students today a re
At the center, students also can
accustomed to "the electronic message. resear ch companies in which they are
It's natural for them to sit in front of a interested in seeking emp loyment,
television and see what jobs are availa- attend workshops on writing r esumes,
ble."
developing per~onal credential files,
The cen ter,accordin g to Edmonds, and prepare for job interviews, as well
still assists the same number of stu- as receive assistanre in getting partdents as it did before it acquired the and full-time jobs.

By Vina Hutchinson
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STUDENTS QUESTION VALUES.
.

. .

'

CONSIDER HILLS -EVERYDAY LOW-PRICES.
DISHPAN
14-quart. 3 colors.

LAUNDRY BASKET

WASTEBASKET

1Va- bushel. 3 colors.

Hills Low Price 1.97
Instant Rebate - 1.00

Hills Low Price 297
Instant Rebate - 1.00

36-quart. 3 colors.
Hills low Price 3.68
Instant Rebate -1.00

5-PC. SINK SET
5 handy helpers. 3 colors.

Stackable. 5 colors.

FASHION MILK CRATE

Hills Low Price
3.97
Instant Rebate - 1.00

Hills Low Price 3.48
Instant Rebate - 1.00

7-PC. COOKWARE SET
1 & 2-qt. saucepans, 4-qt.
dutch oven with covers & 9·"

skillet. Stainless steel. # 917.
Compare at 15.00

You Pay

97ff-

ELECTRIC ALARM CLOCK
Easy-to-read numbers.
Sweep second hand. ·
For home or travel.

You Pay

197

YouPay

268

You Pay

297

248

9!!day

DOOR MIRROR

4-0JP HOT POT

CLAMP-ON DESK LAMP

ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

DAZEY®TOASTER OVEN

Measures 12"x48".
Walnut finished frame.
Hang on door or wall.

Heats water, soups, more.
Built-in thermostat control.
#4(-301.

Flexible arm. 360°swivel.
4-way heavy duty damp.
Assorted colors. #1000.

26"HX48"Wx 145/a''D.
Walnut. Assembly required.

Broils. Toasts 4 bread
slices. Easy dean. # TOD.

#22189.

• Compare at 39.95

Compare at 7.95

297
everyday

YouPay

4~!yday

4~!yday

997

29!!day

Compare at 37.95

29!!day

CLIP-ON DESK LAMP ... 787
#1400.

LOW PRICES. EVERY DAY
HILLS LOW PRICE PROMIH
We wllf match • ny loc• I
comp1tltor '1 current 1dv1rt111d

price on th• 11m1 Item,
almply brlll"g In their ad.

Double a M trlpla coupon1, durance at'ld
hi percentagaofl'pnwnoUons a,a Hduchd

Huntington East: East Hills Mall - Route 60 (Exit off 1-64 Freeway) Huntington West: 5th Street at Interstate 64
Store Hours: 10-10 Monday-Saturday/12-7 Sunday
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Rated PG Positively Great!
Starring Ted Vanderbilt-He even monogrammed his topsiders.
Cosmo Cleveland-Freshman class of '68, he still hasn't picked a major:
Arnold "Refrigerator" Fudzinski-21.0 cubic ft of beef. "I never met a quarterback I didn't want to clobber:"
.
Co-starring Tina Cheesecake-A hot tamale simmering under peaches
'n' cream.
They hungered for knowledge, a good time and a good meal! And they
\NOUldn't stop until they were satisfied! Will Hardee's be able to control the
stampeding students with great deals on America's best burgers, biscuits
and specialty sandwiches?
Tear out the coupons below and find out for yourself! Before it's too late!

~-----------i:T.-----------~
I ~~~=rs~. ~~s!!:~~!9s!1
- - - - - -(Seve87~J - - - - - -

I
I

Offer good at participating Hardees restaurants. Please present coupan
before ordering. One coupon per customer. per VISlt please. Customer must
pay any sales tax due. Coupon not good in combt•
natt00 with any other offe!S. Cash value 1/ 100 of
1c. Offer good alter regular brea1ctas1 hours
through September 30, 1986.
•

I

Hardee.r.' I

Otter good at partoc1pa1tng Hardee's restaurants Please present coupan
before ordenng. One coupon per customer, per visit please. Customer must
pay any sales tax due. Coupon not good 1n comb~
nat10n with any other offers. Cash value 1 / 100 of
1¢ Oller good after reou1ar breakfast hows
ttwough Seplember 30, 1986.
.

I

Hardee.r." I

.--------------~-----------

·--·--..:.a...~ ,,...·--·--- •
TWO BOTWith
DOGS
'wti'B CBDJ 99C I SAUS11GEWith& EGG BISCUIT 49C I
8-age (Seve

~ 4 1'o,0,qx,n

I
I
I

--

Any

I
Ha~dee.r.' I

Offer good at participating Hardee's restaurants. Please present coup0n
before ordering One coupon per customer. per visit please. Customer must
payanysalestaxdue.Couponnot goodincombination with any other offers. Cash value 1/ 10001
1¢ Oller good after regi.ur breakfast hours

A n y ~ (Saw,~)

I
Hardee~' I

Offer good at partoc1pat1ng Hardee's restaurants. Please present coupon
before ordering. One coup0n per customer. per visit please. Customer must
payanysalestaxdue. Coup0nnotgoodlncombination wi=!
'th a other offers. Cash value 1/ 100 of
1¢ . Oller
during , _ _ bl9aktasl hours
~through
ember 30, f986.
~

----------- -----------

through5eplember30, 1986.
~

5~)

•
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